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To all whom it may concern : 
Be it known that I, EDWARD J. BROOKS, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at East 
Orange, in the State of New Jersey, have in 
vented a new and useful Improvement in Bag 
gage-Checks, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
The rapidity with which “baggage-checks” 

must be handled, and their liability to be acci 
dentally grasped and to be subjected to 
various sudden and severe strainsin handling 
the baggage, demand smoothness of ?nish, 
ease of operation, and great strength in that 
part particularly which is termed the “ strap,’7 
which attaches one or more ofa set of“ checks,” 
as a tag, to the piece of baggage to which the 
set is appropriated in transitzt and until it is 
delivered. 

Prior to my present invention straps for 
baggage-checks possessing the aforesaid char 
acteristics have been made of leather, neces 
sarily of ?ne quality, cut and punched into 
appropriate shape, including in all cases pro 
vision for looping the strap to the piece of 
baggage. At a comparatively insigni?cant 
?rst cost, I make metallic straps of soft wire, 
adapted to be looped to the baggage in like 
manner, and also, if desired, to be looped to 
the tag-checks by means of smooth and strong 
permanent loops. My said wire straps may 
attach checks proper of any description, but 
are primarily designed for use in connection 
with light and cheap thin checks, preferably 
of sheet metal, which would quickly cut through 
straps of leather, but can safely be used with 
my wire straps, while the whole need be used 
but once or twice to render their use economi 
cal, and thethin checksmay be readily punched 
by hand to designate one of a series of num 
bers or marks, indicating different way-stations 
or different‘routes, for example, so that only 
one pattern of checks, or a very few at most, 
will answer for checking baggage between any 
two points in a given line or between any two 
cities. Said thin checks, however, form no part 
of my present invention. 
In order that my said improvement may be 

fully understood by those skilled in making 
and using baggage-checks, I now refer to the 

in which--: 

Figure 1 is a face view of a baggagecheck, 
embracing a wire strap and a set of way-checks, 
illustrating my invention. Fig. 2 is an eleva 
tion of its wire strap. Figs. 3 and at are back 
and edge 
a partial face view of the whole, showing the 
cheek punched and separated. Fig. 6is a face 
view of a through-baggage check; and Fig. 7 
is a face view of a passport-check, illustrating 
other applications of the wire straps ; and Figs. 
8 to 11, inclusive, are elevations of additional 
wire straps, illustrating modi?cations, as here 
inafter more fully set forth. 

Likeletters of reference indicate correspond 
ing parts in the several ?gures. 
The illustrative way-baggage check shown 

views of its tag-check; and Fig. 5 is L 

60 

on Sheet 1 is composed of a wire strap, A, a - 
thin tag'check, 
The strap A is of annealed or soft wire. Oop 
per or soft brass is preferred; but iron wire 
can, be made sufficiently soft and flexible. 
suitable length of this wire—-say twelve inches, 
more or less-is cut oft‘. Its ends are bent over, 
and their extremities are welded, brazed, or 
soldered to the wire at intermediate points, to 
form smooth and strong permanent loops 2 y 
at the respective extremities of the finished 
strap, as shown in Fig. 2. These loops may 
be of about the proportions represented. The 
strap is passed through athreading-hole, :12, in 
thetag-check B, and the loop a is passed over 
the other end of the strap, and the latter is 
pulled through until the strap is tightlylooped 
to said tag-check, as shown in Fig.1. The 
loose check 0, which is likewise constructed 
with a threading-hole, w, mayv and will, in 
customary manner, he now threaded on the 
strap A, as shown in Fig. 1,, to keep the set of 
checks together until they are required for 
use. 
The face of each check is provided with ap 

propriate lettering, a common check-number, 
and the numbers of successive stations on a 
given railway being hand-punched, as illus 
trnted at w w, Fig.5, to designate the stations 
between which a‘ given set of checks are used. 
The direction of travel may be readily indi 
cated by the use of arbitrarily-chosen colors 
red checks going east, for example, and white 
checks west. The loose check 0 is arbitrarily 

B, and a thin loose check, 0.‘ 
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distinguished from the tag-check B by a dif 
ference in the otherwise immaterial shape of 
the threading-holes 00. So distinguished, (or 
distinguished by shape or the like,) the loose 
check alone need be returned to the station 
from which it was sent to prove the delivery 
of the baggage, while both checks of the set 
may be of one and the same color and be printed 
from one and the same form, or embossed by 
the same dies. 
As illustrated by Fig. 6, my wire straps 

are applicable to through-cheeks as well as 
way-checks. Thin checks B C are shown in 
this ?gure with punched holes 10, to designate 
the route upon which they are used. More 
over, thin checks of a set may be distinguished 
from each other by colors, as indicated by 
shading in Fig. 6. and the direction of travel 
may be represented by difference in shape, as 
indicated by full and dotted lines in this ?g 
ure; or any preferred checks (those in use, 
for example) may be employed in connection 
with my wire straps without losing the prin 
cipal advantages of‘ the latter. As illustrated 
by Fig. 7, my invention is applicable in part to 
the construction of a new and superior pass 
port-check For use by revenlie-inspectors. Pa 
per checks or tags B, suitably printed and pro‘ 
\ ided with eyelets r and with my wire straps 
A, are peculiarly suited for this use. ' 
My said wire straps for baggage-checks, as 

shown in Figs. 1 to 8, have permanent loops at both ends, as aforesaid, Fig. 8 illustrat 
ing the fact that the shape of the loop .2’ is im 
material. The long loop y, the function of 
which remains to be stated, is the principal 
one,- and it- is comparatively immaterial how 
the strap is attached to the tag-cheek. For 
example, the strap may have a knot, a, or be 
bent in any manner so as to form an end en 
largement, t, to act as a stop, the tag-check 

B to have a threading-hole, 00, of appropriate 
size, and the loop y may be adapted to pass 
through a very small threading-hole, as illus 
trated by Figs. 9 and 10; or, for some uses, 
?ne annealed wire may be doubled to form the 
long smooth loop y, and its ends be passed 
together through the threading-hole w, and re 
bent and tightly wrapped or coiled around the 
wire above, as shown at s, Fig. 11, to thus at 
tach the tag-cheek, and at the same time form 
said loop y. Wire for this last form must, how 
ever, be too tine for general use. Said loop y of 
the wire strap A, having been passed through 
a trunk‘handle or the like, is quickly opened 
by means of the ?ngers and passed over the 
tagcheck B, to attach the latter to the piece 
of baggage by the customar;v slip-loop. The 
tag-check is then pulled, and the loop, if need 
be, aided by the ?ngers to close or tighten the 
slip-loop, the whole beingreadilyaccomplished 
in an instant without risk of tearing the fin 
gers by wire ends. 

I do not claim herein a thin check or tag 
provided with a series of indicating numbers 
or marks adapted to be designated by punch 
ing, as hereinbetore speci?ed; but I hereby re 
serve the right to claim the same in another 
application tor patent, to be filed hereafter. 

I claim as new and of my invention and de 
sire to protect under this speeitication— 
As a new article of manufacture, a strap 

for baggage-checks constructed of soft ?exible 
wire, with one of its ends adapted to be at 
tached to a tag-cheek and its other end formed 
into a. long permanent- loop, y, for attaching it 
to the baggage in customary manner, as here 
in speci?ed. 

EDlVAltD J. BROOKS. 
\Vitnesses: 

J. JENNINGS, 
L. F. Hover. 
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